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Tempered Glass Introduction：

Tempered glass, also name Toughened Glass, is fabricated by heating annealed glass to over 600°C and
cooling it rapidly, which locks the outer surfaces of the glass in a state of high compression, and the core
or center of the glass in compensating tension. It is a safety glass which is used when strength, thermal
resistance and safety are important considerations.

 

5mm tempered window glass characteristic:

 

High Strength

The tempered glass performs well in resisting bending and hitting owing to its high strength which is
3-5times that of normal annealed glass. It is able to withstand a surface pressure of 95Mpa.

 

High Safety

When the tempered glass is broken, it turns into alveolate granules with obtuse angles, which guarantee
safety to make sure human harmless, and the toughening process greatly reduces the risk of thermal
breakage to ensure less loss.

 

Heat Stability

The tempered glass is capable of withstanding a temperature change of 250 to 320℃ while normal
annealed glass can only bear 20 to 100℃. 

https://www.buildingglassfactory.com/products/Clear-Safey-Tempered-Glass.htm
https://www.buildingglassfactory.com/products/CE-Certificate-12mm-Clear-Toughened-Glass.html
https://www.buildingglassfactory.com/products/Doors-and-Windows-Glass.htm


 

Performance Comparison

Items Tempered Glass Semi-tempered Glass Normal annealed glass
Safety Best General None
Intensity 152Mpa / 30-90Mpa
Thermal Stability 250-320℃ 100℃ 20-100℃
Surface Stress 95Mpa 24-69Mpa /
Broken State Obtuse-angle grain Shooting-broken Sharp

 

 

 

5mm tempered window glass specification

1. Glass Type: tempered glass

2. Other Thickness Options: 6mm,8mm,10mm,12mm,19mm...

3. Glass Color Option: clear, ultra, ford blue,euro gray,light green,etc. (any color can be customed).

4.  Min Size:300*300mm (any size can be produced)。

5. Any processing must be done before tempering (please provide the detailed drawing of processing).



 

 

Why choose window glass after tempered process? 

 

Choosing tempered glass for your windows is a smart choice. 

1.Tempered windows are your safety net. They are like a little bit of insurance, or peace of mind that if
someone falls.

2.Another benefit of tempered glass windows is ease of clean-up if they ever do break.

3.A final benefit of tempered glass is its strength. Because the process of heating and applying chemicals
strengthens the glass, tempered glass is an excellent choice for windshields, home windows and any other
projects where maximum durability is desirable.  

5mm tempered window glass Application

https://www.buildingglassfactory.com/products/China-glass-factory-supply-5mm-clear-tempered-glass-12mm-air-spacer-5mm-low-e-tempered-double-glazin.html


Kunxing Safety Window Glass Packing


